Result of Power Point Competition organised on 25th July 2018

TOPIC -" THE CHANGING ROLE OF A COMPANY SECRETARY" OR “BENEFITS OF JOINING CS AS A PROFESSION”

2nd August, 2018

Dear Students,

This has reference to the Power point Competition organised by the Institute on 25th July 2018 on the topic "The Changing role of a Company Secretary" or “Benefits of joining CS as a Profession”

We feel elated to note that many Students have participated in the Competition and submitted the Presentations. The presentations submitted by the students reflect the hard work and time put-in by each student in making the presentations effective and magnificent. The research done by Students in collating various information pertaining to CS is truly commendable.

Based on the criteria laid down for evaluating the presentations by the Institute as per details given below, presentations were analysed and evaluated.

1. Content
2. Presentation
3. Use of contemporary tools in making PPTs

The three best presentations which have been found to be most effective amongst all areas follows. Institute heartily congratulates all three students for winning the Power Point Presentation Competition.

1st Prize winner - Sagar Jethani
REGISTRATION NO 440106865/02/2014

2nd Prize winner - Rituraj Jadhav
REGISTRATION NO 440616398/08/2017

3rd Prize winner - Kavya
REGISTRATION NO 340116772/08/2014

We also congratulate all other Students for participating in the event.

It is further requested that the winners may send their latest photographs for publishing the same on the website of the Institute and address for dispatching the prizes.

The required details may kindly be sent to Ms. Geetanjali .S. Rathore, Asst Director, Directorate of Student Services at grss@icsi.edu

Team ICSI